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VOLUME16 NUMBER1 MAR2010 178 
—2009 What is 2009? Why did they fireworks so much money to launch it? What is there to celebrate about, the new death of the innocent? In the gunfire that much resembles the fireworks? Why have so many people already died 9 days into the year? Do they have enough ground to bury the dead? What  is  it  that made  the war  so  attractive  to  them  as  a  solution  to  find peace? What is it that made us want to create more enemies than friends? What, again, is there to celebrate about if the year is but another one of the worst histories repeated in which whoever wins wins on the strength of killing and whoever loses loses on the capacity for being killed? 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—‘AUSTRALIA’ [Warning: this is not a film review]  Something is wrong with Australia in Australia In its black and white treatment through Such colorful cinematography That one wonders about the showy, the show‐off bits Stage one: Arriving (from another mother Land establishing the genealogical line age) Stage two: Droving (might we give it an alternative title Calling it The Non­wife’s Drover?) Stage three: Saving (not Private Ryan But a neither‐here‐nor‐there half‐caste boy Stage four: Reuniting (the drover, the drover’s non‐wife The Aboriginal boy of mixed black and white blood) There is something so communist in all this, with its driven significance One wonders if it is not Australia’s Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution At work. The only one whose English is crap And whose face lasts no longer than one second As the camera is told and held to keep it that way Is the Chinese cook whose presence is negligibly indispensible One wonders why he resembles Dyson or Lawson so much, even in 2008 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180 
—WORLD ATLAS: A RANDOM FRAGMENTARY SELECTION                Asia      亚?      Secondary Continent Korea      ?鲜      Morning Fresh Japan      ??      Fuck Root Singapore     ???     New Plus Slope Afghanistan    ???     Ah Rich Sweat Yemen      ??      Also Door [and etc]  Europe      ??      O Continent Denmark      ??      Red Wheat Poland      ?兰      Wave Orchid Italy      ???     Mind Huge Profit Britain      ??      Heroic Nation France      ??      Legitimate Nation [and etc]  Africa      ??      Non Continent South Africa    ??      South No Uganda      乌?达     Dark Dry Arrival Congo      刚?      Rigid Fruit Angola      ???     Peace Brother Pull Mali      马?      Horse Lane [and etc]  Oceania      ???     Great Ocean Continent Australia      ???亚    Au Huge Profit Asia New Zealand    ??兰     New West Orchid Tonga      汤?      Soup Plus [and etc] 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America      ??      Beautiful Continent Mexico      ???     Ink West Brother Canada      ???     Plus Take Big USA      ??      Beautiful Nation Chile      ??      Intelligent Profit Heiti      ??      Sea Land [and etc]  
